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W. Schachermayer showed that even 1-complemented subspaces of Banach
spaces with property a can fail this property. However, we prove in this paper that
spaces with property a satisfy an hereditary property. We obtain, as a conse-
 .quence, that spaces with properties a and H cannot be reflexive and, therefore,
these spaces should contain almost isometric copies of spaces of lq-type. Further1
geometrical results on Banach spaces with both properties are also obtained.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xJ. Lindenstrauss 11 introduced property a in the study of norm
attaining operators motivated by a question asked in the celebrated paper
w xof E. Bishop and R. Phelps 2 . He used this property as a sufficient
condition for a Banach space X to have the so-called Property A: the set
of norm attaining operators from X into another space Y is dense in the
set of all bounded operators. The first general results concerning renorm-
ings of Banach spaces with property a were given by W. Schachermayer
w x14 . He proved that weakly compactly generated Banach spaces can be
renormed to have property a . This result was extended by B. V. Godun
and S. L. Troyanski to those Banach spaces with a suitable biorthogonal
w xsystem 9 . Recently, R. Aron, C. Finet, and E. Werner showed that
property a is a sufficient condition for the natural extension of the
w xBishop]Phelps theorem to the case of n-linear forms 1 .
wThe geometry of spaces with property a has been investigated in 8, 9,
x7a, 13 . The main aim of this paper is to study some new geometrical
properties of Banach spaces with property a . In the first part, we prove
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that these spaces satisfy an hereditary property, similar to the one ob-
w xtained in 3 for the Mazur intersection property in Asplund spaces. This is
a useful tool to reduce problems with property a to the separable case. In
the second part, we are concerned with Banach spaces having property a
 .and property H . We prove that these spaces are not reflexive and have
no weakly locally uniformly rotund points. In separable dual spaces, both
properties imply the existence of a complemented copy of l .1
2. SUBSPACES OF BANACH SPACES WITH PROPERTY a
Throughout this paper, we consider only Banach spaces over the reals.
 .  .Given a Banach space X, we denote by B X the closed unit ball, by S X
the unit sphere, and by X* the dual space of X.
 5 5.A Banach space X, ? has property a if there exists a system
 U4x , x ; X = X* and 0 F « - 1 satisfyingi i ig I
U U U5 5 5 5x x s 1 s x s x , x x F « , i / j a.1 .  .  .i i i i i j
 4B X s conv "x a.2 .  . .i igI
5 5In this case, the norm ? is said to have property a .
w xW. Schachermayer 14 proved that every Banach space X can be
isometrically and 1-complemented embedded into a Banach space with
property a and having the same density character as X. This implies in
particular that property a is not hereditary. However, our aim for this
section is to prove the following hereditary property for Banach spaces
with property a .
 5 5.THEOREM 2.1. Let X, ? be a Banach space with property a . Then,
for e¨ery subspace Y ; X, there exists Z ; X containing Y, with the same
 5 5.density character, such that Z, ? has property a .
To prove this result it is enough to determine, given a subset J ; I, if
 4 .the set conv "x is a neighborhood of 0 in the closed linear span ofi ig J
 4x . More precisely, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is based in the followingi ig J
proposition.
 5 5.PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X, ? be a Banach space ha¨ing property a with
 U4respect to the system x , x ; X = X* and let Y ; X be a subspace of X.i i ig I
Then, there exists J ; I with card J s dens Y such that Y : Z s
 4span x and .i igJ
 4B X l Z s conv "x . .  .i igJ
 4`Proof. By induction, we construct a sequence J of subsets of In ns1
 4and a sequence of subspaces Y s span x satisfying the following .igJn i n
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conditions:
 .i Y ; Y1
 .ii Y ; Y , n g Nn nq1
 .  .iii card J s dens Y, n g Nn
 .  .  4 .iv B Y ; conv "x .n i ig Jnq 1
 .Indeed, let D be a dense set in the unit sphere S Y with cardinal1
dens Y. Since every element of D belongs to the closed circled convex1
 4hull of some sequence in "x , it is possible to find J ; I withi ig I 1
 .  4 .card J s card D s dens Y such that D ; conv "x and there-1 1 1 i ig J1
 4 .  .  .fore Y ; Y s span x . Hence, for n s 1, i and iii are satisfied.1 i ig J1
Assume that J , . . . , J and corresponding subspaces Y , . . . , Y have been1 n 1 n
already constructed with the required conditions. Let D be a dense setnq1
 .  .in S Y with cardinal dens Y. Choose J ; I such that card J sn nq1 nq1
 4 .  4dens Y and D ; conv "x . Defining Y s span x , .igJnq1 i ig J nq1 i nq 1nq1
 .  4 .we have that Y ; Y and B Y ; conv D ; conv "x .n nq1 n n i ig Jnq 1
`  4Let us consider now J s D J and Z s span x . It is clear .ns1 n i igJ
 .that dens Z s card J s dens Y and also that Y ; Z so we only need to
 .  4 .check that B Z ; conv "x . To prove this fact, we know that Zi ig J
` ` .s D Y and thus B Z s D B Y . Therefore, it is enough to .ns1 n ns1 n
 .  4 .  .show that B Y ; conv "x , n g N, but this is evident since B Y ;n i ig J n
 4 .  4 .conv "x ; conv "x .i ig J i ig Jnq 1
 4 .In general it is not true that, given J ; I, the set conv "x is aj jg J
 4neighborhood of 0 in span x . In some cases, this condition implies .j jgJ
 .the existence of a copy of l J in the space, as we will see immediately.1
 U4PROPOSITION 2.3. A Banach space X with a system x , x ; X = X*i i ig I
 .  .  .satisfying a.1 for « s 0 and a.2 is linearly isometric to l I .1
 4 .Proof. Let us consider the subspace X s span x and the em-0 i ig I
 .  .  U  ..bedding w from X into l I defined by w x s x x . For each0 1 i ig I
 4x g X , x s  l x , x g x , l g R, j s 1, . . . , n, it is clear that0 j j j j i ig I j
U < <w x s x x s l . .  . 1 j j
j j
 .  . 5  . U 5On the other hand, a.1 for « s 0 and a.2 imply that  sign l x s 1j j j
so
5 5 U < <x G sign l x x s l . . j j j /
j j
and w is an isometry. Thus, it is enough to consider the extension of w to
 4X to finish the proof. In particular, we have that x is an extendedi ig I
U 4basis of X and the x are the associated functionals.i ig I
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a Banach space with a bounded extended basis
 4  4 .x such that the set B s conv "x is a neighborhood of 0. Then Xi ig I i ig I
 .is isometric to l I .1
Proof. The Minkowski functional associated to the set B is an equiva-
 .  .lent norm in X satisfying a.1 for « s 0 and a.2 with respect to the
 U4 U  .system x , y ; X = X*, being y  a x s a the functionals asso-i i ig I i j j j i
 4ciated to the extended basis x . Proposition 2.3 asserts that X isi ig I
 .linearly isometric to l I .1
Let us give now an example based in Schachermayer's renorming of c .0
 4  .We will use this renorming also in the following section. Let s ; S cn 0
be a dense subset of the unit sphere of c containing the unit vector basis0
 4  4e . Take K ) 1 and define a new sequence w in the following way:m n
w i s s i if n / i .  .n n
w i s K if n s i .n
 .being w i the i-coordinate of w . The Minkowski functional associated ton n
 4. w xthe set B s conv "w is an equivalent norm having property a 14 withn
 U y1 4respect to the system w , w s K u ; c = l where u denotes then n n 0 1 n
w xnth unit vector of l 14 .1
 .For each m g N, there is n m g N such that e s s and we maym nm.
 .assume that m / n m for every m g N. Then
w s e q Kenm. m nm.
 4and thus the sequence w is weakly null. Using the Bessaga]Pelczynskinm.
w x  4selection principle 6, p. 42 it is possible to find a subsequence w ofk
 4w which is a basic sequence. As a consequence of Corollary 2.4, thenm.
 4.  4set conv "w cannot be a neighborhood of 0 in the subspace span w . .k k
In general, in every nonreflexive Banach space having property a with
 U4  4respect to a system x , x , there exist sequences in x which arei i ig I i ig I
basic sequences. Indeed, if X is not reflexive, the unit ball is not weakly
w .  .  4 .compact. From a.2 we know that B X s conv x so, by thei ig I
w x  4Eberlein]Smulian theorem 6, p. 41 , the set x contains a basici ig I
sequence.
3. GEOMETRY OF BANACH SPACES WITH PROPERTIES
 .a AND H
Let X be a Banach space, C a closed, convex, bounded subset, and
w xx g C. We say that x is a strongly ¨ertex point 13 of C if there is a closed
 4 .convex set D ; C such that x f D and C s conv x j D . We denote by
 . ext C resp. strver C the set of extreme points resp. strongly vertex
.points of C. Every Banach space X having property a with respect to a
 U4  .  4 w xsystem x , x satisfies that strver B X s "x 13 . The unit balli i ig I i ig I
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 .  .B l of the usual norm in l satisfies a stronger condition: ext B l s1 1 1
 .strver B l . Conversely, we have the following result.1
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a separable dual Banach space with property
  .  .a satisfying ext B X s strver B X . Then X contains a complemented copy
of l .1
Proof. Suppose that X has property a with respect to the system
 U4x , x ; X = X*. Since X is separable and every point of the seti i ig I
 4  .x is isolated, it is clear that card I s / . Thus ext B X is a count-i ig I 0
w xable set. Using now Fonf's theorem 6, p. 164 we obtain that the predual
space of X contains c . This implies that cU s l is a quotient space of X0 0 1
and, therefore, X contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to l1
w x6, p. 72 .
The condition of being a dual space is essential in the last proposition as
< <Schachermayer's renorming of c shows. Denote by ? the Schacher-0
 U4mayer's norm having property a with respect to the system w , wn n
defined in Section 2 and by B its unit ball. Let us see that<? <
 4exp B s "w .<? < n
 .` 5 5Take y g ext B , y s y , and denote by ? the usual norm in c .<? < n ns1 0
There are two possible cases:
 . 5 5a y F 1. This is the trivial case because the unit ball of c0
contains no extreme point.
 . 5 5 5 5b 1 - y F K. In this case there exists m g N so that y s
< <  4  .y ) 1. Take w g w with w m s K . Clearly ym n m . n n m .
 4 .f conv "w sincen n/ nm.
U U 4w conv "w F 1 - w y . . . . .n/n mmn. n mn.
Hence, it is enough to observe that
 4B s conv "w j conv "w 4  . . .n/n m<? < nm. n
to conclude that, necessarily, y s "w .nm.
It is clear that a separable space X with property a and such that
 .  .ext B X s strver B X cannot be reflexive. This assertion follows directly
from Proposition 3.1.
 . w xA Banach space is said to have property H 4, p. 146 if every sequence
of norm-one elements that converges weakly to a norm-one element
converges in norm. If we replace in the last sentence sequence by net we
 . whave the definition of a norm with the Kadec]Klee property KK 5,
xp. 42 . Both properties are equivalent when the space contains no isomor-
w x  .phic copy of l 10 . Every equivalent norm in l has property H due to1 1
the fact that this space has the Schur property. Also, the usual norm in l1
 .has property KK . On the other hand, every weakly compactly generated
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 . w xBanach space can be renormed to be locally uniformly rotund LUR 16
 . w xand, consequently, to have property KK 5, p. 43 .
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a Banach space with properties a and H . Then
X is not reflexi¨ e.
 .Proof. A reflexive Banach space cannot contain l so properties H1
 .and KK are equivalent in these spaces. Assume that X is a reflexive
 .space with properties a and KK . We will find a subspace Y ; X with a
countable set of extreme points in its unit sphere obtaining a contradic-
 .tion. We begin by showing that a reflexive space X having properties KK
 U4and a with respect to the system x , x ; X = X* satisfiesi i ig I
 4ext B X s "x . 1 .  .i igI
Indeed, since the unit ball is weakly compact, according with Milman's
w x  .converse to the Krein]Milman theorem 6, p. 151 and with a.2 we get
w .  . 4that ext B X ; "x . This implies, using property KK , thati igI
 .  .  . 4ext B X ; "x and then 1 follows directly from a.1 . Now, byi igI
Proposition 2.2, it is possible to find a separable subspace Y ; X so that
 5 5.  U4Y, ? has property a with respect to some system x , x , with J ; Ii i ig J
 .and card J s /. Property KK is hereditary and, thus,
 4ext B Y s "x . i igJ
which is a contradiction with Proposition 3.1.
DEFINITION 3.3. A separable Banach space X is said to be of lq-type if1
 4there is a bounded basis x ; X and f g X* satisfyingn
l x s f l x s l  i i i i i /
i i i
 4for every finite set l , . . . , l G 0. In this case, the basis x is said to be1 m n
of lq-type.1
w xMilman theorem 12 shows that nonreflexive Banach spaces can be
characterized as those spaces admitting a subspace of lq type. We present1
a proof of this theorem which seems to be easy.
THEOREM 3.4. A Banach space X is nonreflexi¨ e if and only if for e¨ery
 .l ) 0 there exists a subspace Y ; X 1 q l -isometric to a subspace of
lq-type.1
 4 qProof. Suppose that x is a basic sequence of l -type. There existsn 1
 . w x  4g g X* such that g x G 1 for every n g N 15, p. 316 so x is not an n
w 4shrinking basis. Therefore, Y s span x cannot be reflexive 7, .n
xp. 71 , and neither X.
 .Now, let X be a nonreflexive space, 0 - l - 1 and f g S X* a
 4  .functional which does not attain its norm. Let x ; B X be a sequencen
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 .  .of different points so that f x ) 1 y 1rn , n g N. According with then
 4Alaoglu]Bourbaki theorem, the set x ; X** contains a weak* conver-n
 4gent net x . Let x** be the weak* limit of this net. Since for everyi ig I
n g N we have
1
 4x : i g I , f x - 1 y ; x , . . . , x 2 .  .i i 1 n 5n
 .  .it is clear that f x** s lim f x s 1 so x** f X because f does noti i
w xattain its norm. Applying the Eberlein]Smulian theorem 6, p. 41 , we
 4  4know the existence of a basic sequence y contained in x . The samen i ig I
 .  .  4argument used in 2 proves that lim f y s 1. Denote Y s span y . .n n n
 .  .  .  .Take a g S Y with f a ) 0 and n g N such that f y ) 1 y l f a0 n
for each n ) n . Define0
z s y q 1 y f y fy1 a a .  . .n n n
< <and let us consider in Y the Minkowski functional ? associated to the set
 4B s conv B Y j "z , n G n . .n 0
 . 5 5which is a norm 1 q l -isometric to ? since
5 5 y1y y z s 1 y f y f a - l. 3 .  .  . .n n n
< <  . 5 5Also, it is clear that f s 1. From 3 we get that lim z y y s 0 son n n
 4  4there is a subsequence z ; z such thatn nk
5 U 5 5 5y z y y - 1 n n nk k k
k
 U4  4  4being y the associated functionals to the basis y y is a normalizedn n n
5 U 54 . wsequence so y is bounded . Using now a perturbation theorem 6,n
x  4p. 46 we obtain that z is also a basic sequence. For every finite setnk
l , . . . , l G 0 such that  l s 1 we have1 m j j
l z G l f z s l s 1 .  j n j n jj j
j j j
q< < 4so the subspace Z s span z ; Y ; X with the norm ? is of l type. .n 1k
 .COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be a Banach space with properties a and H .
 . qThen X contains a subspace 1 q l -isometric to a space of l -type, for e¨ery1
l ) 1.
 4  .Given a Banach space X, a point x g X _ 0 is said to be a weakly
5 5  4 .locally uniformly rotund point if lim x y x s 0 x y x is weakly nulln n n
5 5 5 5 5 . 5whenever lim x s x and lim x q x r2 s 1. It is known thatn n n n
w xspaces with property a have no locally uniformly rotund point 13 . A
natural question is to ask if in these spaces there is no weakly locally
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uniformly rotund points. Let us see that, in fact, this is the case when the
 .  .norm has also property H . We denote by wlur S X the set of weakly
locally uniformly rotund points of the unit sphere. It is clear that the study
 .of weakly locally uniformly rotund points of X can be reduced to the
 .study of wlur S X .
LEMMA 3.6. Let X be a Banach space ha¨ing property a with respect to
 U4  .the system x , x ; X = X*. Then, for each x g wlur S X , there is ai i ig I
 4  4sequence x ; "x satisfying x s lim x in the weak topology.n i ig I n n
 .  .  .Proof. Consider x g wlur S X and f g S X* with f x s 1. There
are two possible situations:
 .  <  . <  .4a The set I s i g I: f x ) 1 y 1rn is finite for some n g N.n i
In this case,
 4B X s conv "x j conv "x 4 .  .igI_I /i iigI n0 n
and therefore
 4ext B X l x g B X : f x ) 1 y 1rn s "x : i g I . 4 .  .  .  . i n
 .  .Clearly wlur S X ; ext B X so we get that x s "x for some i g I .i 0 n0
Since
 4B X s conv "x j conv "x 4 .  . 4 .igI_ ii i 00
 .we conclude that x f wlur S X .i0
 .b The set I is infinite for e¨ery n g N. Then, it is possible to find an
 4  4  .  .sequence x ; "x of different vectors so that f x ) 1 y 1rn ,n i ig I n
n g N. Thus
5 5x q x G f x q x ) 2 y 1rn .  .n n
 .  4so, as x g wlur S X , this implies that x is the weak limit of x .n
 .COROLLARY 3.7. E¨ery Banach space X with properties a and H has no
weakly locally uniformly rotund point.
 .Proof. The existence of x g wlur S X implies, using Proposition 3.6,
 4  4the existence of a sequence x ; "x of pairwise different vectorsn i ig I
5 5 5 5converging in the weak topology to x. Since x s x s 1, n g N, fromn
 . 5 5property H we deduce that lim x y x s 0, a contradiction.n n
Let us finish now with some open problems. It is unknown if spaces
 .having properties a and H should contain isomorphic copies of l . In this1
direction, Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.5 intend to be an approach to
 .solve this problem. It is also interesting to know if condition strver B X s
 .ext B X implies that the space is not reflexive. Observe that, unlike
 .  .  .property H , the condition strver B X s ext B X is not hereditary.
Finally, is it possible to remove the condition of separability in Proposition
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3.1? Note that, in the case of dual spaces, it is not possible to assure that
the method used in Proposition 2.2 produces dual subspaces.
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